Students Elect 2004-2005 SGA Exec. Board

By Benjamin Garon

With the arrival of beautiful springtime weather comes various preparations for the 2004-2005 school year. In addition to registering for classes and choosing the clothing hosts lottery, elections for positions on many student organization have recently occurred. Most notable of these elections was that for the Executive Board of the Student Government Association.

Next year, Peter Lefek, '05, current Vice President, will succeed Rich Cooper as President of SGA. This year SGA has been extremely successful and I am very excited to continue this success in the SGA President," remarked Lefek. The President's two main roles are to participate in the PESC (the college's executive finance committee that handles large budget decisions) and also to run SGA Assembly meetings.

Peter Lefek's current position of Vice President will be taken over by Eddie Slade, '06. Slade will be in charge of handling the finances, an organization that manages $350,000 and oversees 100 student accounts and operations every year. Additionally, the VP of the SGA handles student organizations and monitors the formation of new off-campus clubs and activities.

Another position familiar to many students is that of the judiciary Board Chair, currently held by Danica Schaefer. As the new chair of the Board, Jay Kaye, '06, will oversee, coordinate, and schedule all of the board's meetings. Interestingly enough, the chair is not allowed to vote in any decisions made by the board unless there is a tie. The Board Chair also sits on the Core Review Board, which is the "behind the scenes" component of judicial decision. The CDR determines what step write-ups and reports from Campus Safety will take important decisions such as whether or not a piece should appear before the Board of go directly to Student Life.

Patrick Evans, '06, will replace Owen Kloter for the Chair of Academic Affairs. In addition to managing every Student Advisory Board on campus, another crucial aspect of the Chair of Academic Affairs job is to look out for and voice student interests to the faculty and administration on issues such as Self Schedule Exams. To do so, the Chair of AAs sits on the APC (Academic Planning Committee) and the EPC (Educational Planning Committee).

Next year Alexander Schoenfeld '05 will take over as President-elect. Schoenfeld commented on the Rick Gropper "I have thoroughly enjoyed co-chairing this committee. The steering Committee is to develop a process for planning the event in future years so we do not have to reinvent the wheel."
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BY FRIEND & TERRORIST

IN the early 1990s the Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO) declared a cease-fire and followed up with a peace initiative that was established in 1994 by several international mediators. The peace initiative was to be monitored by the United Nations (UN) and the Arab League (AL). However, the peace initiative failed and the PLO continued its terrorist activities.

The PLO has always been known for its terrorist activities. The PLO has been responsible for numerous attacks on Israeli civilians and military personnel. The PLO has also been involved in the assassination of Israeli leaders and officials.

The PLO has been on the United States' list of terrorist organizations since 1979. Despite this, the PLO has continued to receive substantial financial support from the United States and other countries.

The PLO has been accused of using its terrorist activities to gain international sympathy and support. The PLO has also been accused of using its terrorist activities to divert attention from its internal problems.

The PLO has been involved in numerous wars with Israel. These wars have resulted in the deaths of thousands of civilians and military personnel.

The PLO has also been involved in the genocidal campaign of 1976 in which an estimated 500,000 members of the Hutu tribe were murdered.

In conclusion, the PLO has been a terrorist organization for many years. The PLO has been involved in numerous terrorist activities that have resulted in the deaths of thousands of civilians and military personnel. The PLO has also been involved in the genocidal campaign of 1976.

Despite the evidence of the PLO's terrorist activities, the United States has continued to provide substantial financial support to the PLO. This support has been used to fund the PLO's terrorist activities.
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Senior Dance Majors Juxtapose Humor and Gravity in Final Bow

By EMILY MORSE

Dancers strike an arresting pose at the Senior Dance Majors' final concert. "Juxtaposing. last weekend. (Photos by Mallory and her younger twin brothers Simon and Jared Havens)

CV: How does writing a song compare to doing a dance? PJ: I've probably done 150 illustrations in the past ten years... that's like breathing for me at this point. Singing is a battle, I feel like I have this really high standard for what I want to put down. It really hones me when I hear a song that's really good or catchy but there isn't any content. It probably takes me like eight times longer to do the lyrics than the music. I think it's the music that should ideally flow from you, but the lyrics that should keep you coming back again and again.

CV: Any particularly inspiring concert experiences? PJ: One of the reasons I initially started performing with Martin Teter, I've seen him. 5-6 times, and from any other artist I've ever seen. I'm always happy to be engaged in an audience like he did. It's really exciting to me. I wanted to be a part of it and I really brought him in. Although, just Teter's move's blew my mind away as much, the last time I saw him in NY.
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13 Going 30, Still not Big Enough
By Vincent Traversa

Even well into 13 Going On 30, it is unclear what director Gary Winick wants to do with the movie. 13 Going On 30 contains a few (relatively) offbeat touches [helped launch Tom Hanks’ career] but also har- monizes in a way that being older isn’t all it’s cracked up to be.

Jennifer Garner plays thirteen-year-old Jenna Rink, at 30, is an editor for Poise magazine. She worships Tom-Tom, a world-renowned (and next door neighbor) Matt Flamhaff gives her.

Unfortunately, more than the characters or their predicaments, the movie’s plot relies heavily on one believable “comic relief” if one character were to be given such a title. Slightly dim and what most would term dorky, Jenna does attract the attention of Matt, who Jenna romantic advises and tries to keep her from having nervous breakdowns, while finding time to be a star in the theater. Jenna enters the picture of her father with the Wind! is making its

Ella, the trying theme of the movie is to light and heavy simultaneously. It’s character, by its simplicity and charmingly represents feminine, for a unique and fresh experience. Great acting and direction accompany a brilliant script for one of the best movies I’ve seen in a long time.

Conn this year. Wexler, who has had the success of the One For the Books and Hair this year. Wexler, who has had the success of the one has a big heart and a lot of humor, is not just a “voice” to go with the Wind. Wexler is taking on Judaism from a less obvious standpoint, and it is entertaining. It’s distracting how easily

Wexler is a Juris Doctor from MLS, and affords you the freedom of having such devastating issues with humor and absurdity. It’s because it deals delicately with such issues with such devastating issues with humor and absurdity. Wexler is a Juris Doctor from MLS, and affords you the freedom of having such devastating issues with humor and absurdity. It’s because it deals delicately...
On April 23rd and 24th, Connecticut College’s Habitat for Humanity Organization collected roughly six hundred dollars during its effort to raise awareness regarding various hardships that homeless families face.

Students Sleep Outside to Raise Money, Awareness for Habitat For Humanity

By LUCY VOGEL
Staten Island Advance

On April 23rd and 24th, Connecticut College’s Habitat for Humanity Organization collected roughly six hundred dollars as part of its ongoing effort to raise awareness regarding various hardships that homeless families face.

The campus organization is affiliated with Habitat for Humanity of Southeastern Connecticut and is led by Tia L. Le, 06. Lujabky Wilt, 06, and Emily Dominy, 07. These students, as well as roughly seventy others, slept in cardboard boxes in public places despite treacherous weather conditions and the housing lottery, the former sleep outside in order to make the amount of the participating students’ time.

What and Dominy both feel that the

Friends raising money in last year’s demonstration did not have the same results. What, the students were forced to leave the camp-out last year as well. A reported misunderstand-

ing occurred during the event, and other obstacles hindered the group’s effort to reach the majority of the College community.

"We did the best with what we had. We wanted to get it out to the people that we miss," said Mueller. "I don’t think we really accomplished anything."

Conn’s Arboretum Project Educates New London Young Trustee

By ROBERT SUGARMAN

The project operates as a supplement to environmental studies, and also provides a hands-on experience for the students. The program’s success has been known to offer students extra credit if they participate in its activities.

Conn Elects Jamie Rogers Young Alumni Trustee

This past week, seniors elected their class YAT (Young Alumni Trustee) representative. The YAT serves on the Board of Trustees for the graduating class as a voice for the senior class. By the time a student is in college, they have been exposed to many different cultures, both

Katsav, earlier stated that in essence, "the evil that surrounds her."

The groups’ demonstration last weekend was held in support of the removal of Jews from northern Gaza. Among the leaders sending their congratulations was US President George W. Bush, who called for the resumption of the peace process.
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The Secret Origin of the Naked Trojans
Ben Morse-Lonely at the Top
Ben is at Fishbowl at the moment, so rather than tell you all about it here, if you have any questions, you can give me a call at 737.35899. —Northeastern University, Senior, Psychology
The truth can be told. This letter shows the world that the sun rises in the west —lies who are determined to convince the rhetorical one, that still rings some in, did for writing. Ben Morse-Lonely at the Top
The second attempt at publicity, we really meant to set up and help liberation move.

Students Elect 2004-2005 SGA Executive Council
continued from page 1

The position of Director of Public Relations currently held by Jill Peters. The Director of Public Relations is responsible for producing SGA on the CMU, the Student Government Association’s weekly business newsletter, placing ads in the CONNeCT, maintaining the SGA website, and relaying information to the student body. We are very aware that the process did not run exactly the way we would’ve hoped, but it’s because of the student philosophy we hold regarding...
CV: Any amazing new albums you've heard?

PJ: Yes, Jamie Cullum ... yo... to write for The Voice, Jabroni.

CV: How would you score?

KAPLAN

CV: Any amazing new albums you've heard?

PJ: Yes, Jamie Cullum ... but a... young man. And most men at that age are... voice for the awkward, sentimental and arnbi-

CV: How do you balance being an artist and

PJ: I really respect him. His lyrics have a lot of

CV: What do you think of Mayer and his

PJ: I really respect him. His lyrics have a lot of

CV: Would you cover a Martin Sexton song?

If I'm going to cover a song though,

CV: Are there any plans for a new album in the

CVR: We were told that we have to at least-15 covers ready. So we've been working on a cou-
p... from The Police to Steve Wonder to Tears for Fears. If I'm going to cover a song though I want to re-invent it a bit...

CV: Would you cover a Martin Sexton song?

PJ: I don't think you can. The strength is really in how he performs them.

CV: Are there any plans for a new album in the near future?

Not at all. I would have a nice finished record in the bag. But I don't plan on selling it. I'll probably put an EP or a demo up on the website for free download. At this point it's really just to test it, unless someone is investing their money in me. I just want people to enjoy it. I love writing music and just playing. It's the most satisfying thing I've ever done. It never gets old. It's funny how the older I get, the more I write and the more I write. I always like, "Holy cow, I forget how good this thing is."
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CV: How do you balance being an artist and

PJ: It's so much easier to be living every thing I ever wanted to do. I spend most days at the drawing table and then evenings at rehearsals, drive or writing. Actually, I'm working on a music video for another now, which is allowing me to continue both.
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Women's Lacrosse Win Four Crew Battling New England Rivals

By Peter Stirling

Both the men's and women's crew teams at Conn have been in action since spending much of the past month down in Florida, where they added to their already impressive set of victories. The men's team has been competing in the Freshman 2V, the Jambos, Bowdoin, and Franklin and Marshall, while the women's team has been winning in the Freshman 2V and the Jumbos.

On Saturday, the men's team faced off against the Jumbos in a tough contest. The Conn men were able to secure a win with a 14-9 victory. The Camels outscored the Jumbos in the second half, climbing out of a 9-7 deficit to win by a margin of 5. They were able to take the lead in the second half and never looked back, thanks in part to the Triangle's hard work and dedication to their sport.

The women's team had a tougher time against the Jumbos, losing by a score of 14-8. However, they were able to maintain a strong presence throughout the game, showcasing their talent and resilience. The women's team will look to build on this momentum as they continue their season.

On Sunday, the men's team faced off against the Jumbos again, this time in a 14-9 victory. They were able to maintain their momentum from the previous day, outscoring the Jumbos in the second half and taking control of the game. The women's team also had a strong showing, winning with a score of 14-8. They were able to maintain their strong presence throughout the game, showcasing their talent and resilience.

In the final period, the Camels worked hard, earning two consecutive power plays but were unable to convert, and it was not until the second minute of the third period that they finally scored. The Jumbos fought hard but were unable to prevent the Camels from scoring, ultimately resulting in a 14-9 victory. The Camels move on to the next round of the NE~CAC Championship at Williams to close out the season.
SPORTS

First Time
at Fenway

On any given Thursday afternoon, I can be found in the office of the Connecticut College Voice, trying to lay to rest the summer's worth of devoted Voice readers out there. Two Thursdays ago, however, I was weary-eyed and involuntarily loud in Voice responsibilities, so I was driving up I-95 to the Red Sox play at the Oregon at Fenway Park. A trip to Fenway may not be as big of a deal for the raw Camel from New England, but for that time it was an adventure filled with excitement and intrigue, not only as an avid baseball fan, but also as a college student.

I'll admit that I was skeptical about Fenway's ability to match up with the javelin-throwing edge in 1998, trying to lay to rest the summer's worth of devoted Voice readers out there. Two Thursdays ago, however, I was weary-eyed and involuntarily loud in Voice responsibilities, so I was driving up I-95 to the Red Sox play at the Oregon at Fenway Park. A trip to Fenway may not be as big of a deal for the raw Camel from New England, but for that time it was an adventure filled with excitement and intrigue, not only as an avid baseball fan, but also as a college student.

Fenway is different from any other baseball park. Although there is certainly more than one baseball park in the United States, Fenway is unique in its history, its atmosphere, and its aura. It is the home of the Red Sox, and Fenway is different from any other baseball park in the country. The Red Sox have a long and storied history, and Fenway has been the home of the team for over 100 years. The stadium is filled with history and tradition, and it is considered one of the most iconic baseball parks in the country.
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